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You could make a strong argu-

ment that performance pontoon

boats have helped put pontooning

on the boating map. It wasn’t very

long ago that most people had an

image of an old plywood deck with

some lawn chairs come to mind

whenever pontoon boats were men-

tioned. Back then these boxy, non-

nautical looking crafts were kind of

the joke of the industry. Yes, grand-

pa had one to take you fishing, but

it was nothing worth bragging

about. These were function-only

boats designed to get you to your

favorite fishing hole or just to

slooooowly cruise around on. But to

use a pontoon for water skiing,

yeah, I don’t think so. 

People who liked the comfort

and spaciousness of a pontoon

would often have two boats, a toon

for cruising around the lake with the

family and another

one like a bow

rider just for speed

and performance.

Fast forward a few

years to the

fastest

growing

segment

in the boating industry today and

you might be surprised by just how

far these pontoon boats have come.

It’s more than just slapping a big

outboard or I/O engine on the back

and calling it a performance model.

Pontoon manufacturers have been

busy developing hulls that now

allow these crafts to turn sharp like

v-hull bottom boats. Four particular

manufacturers should be applauded

for their recent efforts to help fur-

ther along the advancements of

performance pontoons. In no partic-

ular order, Bennington, Manitou,

Premier and South Bay have each

created a unique hull that is worthy

of some recognition. To attempt to

crown one of them better than the

others would be harder than con-

vincing an entire bar full of guys

that Ford trucks are better than

Chevy. These are all great pontoon

hulls that have the rest of the boat-

ing industry scrambling to figure

out how to keep from losing their  

business to pontoon

manufacturers.

Bennington Marine
When performance hulls were first

starting to catch on, Bennington start-
ed putting something together. But
the manufacturer didn’t want to rush
to production until it felt it had a per-
formance hull that was ready to meet
the consumer’s demands. 

“We also realized that with an ellip-
tical-shaped pontoon, it would take
added tooling and training to be sure
the new design could be handled in
production,” says Bennington’s Tom
Cooper. “With our release on the 2008
models, it was obviously worth the
wait.” 

The Elliptical Sport Package (ESP)
was first introduced to Bennington
dealers last summer. With a full load of
passengers aboard, dealers received
the kind of response they were hoping
for when the boat would bank like a v-

hull with responsive handling. 
Compared to other perform-

ance hulls that reduce the dis-
placement of the hull, the

Elliptical center pontoon
actually adds displace-

ment to the boat, which
increases the horsepower

rating. Lifting strakes work great
at higher speeds, but Bennington

wanted to develop a hull that could
perform at lower speeds too, not

just at full throttle as the ESP
performs well at low speeds as
well as high. 

The center Elliptical pontoon
is 32 inches in diameter, but

another advantage to this design is
the height of the pontoons. All three
pontoons are 25 inches tall so you
don’t need a special trailer to load
the boat. The even bottom is ideal
for boat storage units as well. 

Tested in rough water and calm,
the round bottom tube with full
length keels has proven to work
well. Plus as a standard feature,
hydraulic and power assist steering

is part of the package and
Bennington now offers eight different

color models to choose from. 
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